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To meet the growing demand of sophisticated technological requirements, polymer-based materials are often 
complex systems whose preparation combines different methodologies not only typical of macromolecular 
synthesis, but integrating technologies related to post-polymerization modification approaches ranging from 
the grafting of specific functionalities to the design of nanostructured composites, and involving skills of 
physics, materials engineering, biology (depending on final application purposes). 

The grafting of different functional groups onto polymers is an industrial process applied to achieve specific 
properties not naturally intrinsic to these materials. Indeed, this method was initially approached to render 
the apolar and hydrophobic polyolefins suitable to successfully interact with both technopolymers (such as 
polyesters and polyamides) and inorganic fillers, or to improve their dye-ability, wettability or adhesion 
features, further widening the application range of these commodities.  

The process generally occurs in the melt, at high temperature (above the melting point of semicrystalline 
polymers), without solvents, by using the machines (batch mixers or extruders) conventionally used for the 
polymer processing. It involves radical reactions; the use of radical initiators (peroxides) is necessary to 
introduce the functionalities through macroradicals addition of functional and unsaturated monomers (the 
maleic anhydride is the most used). Since the process is radically initiated, it is not selective and suffers from 
side/collateral reactions, (particularly crosslinking and/or degradation) negatively impacting on the 
structure/architecture of pristine polymers and thus on their final properties, often limiting the grafting level 
and the final applications  

The use of co-agents stabilizing the macroradicals (by resonance) or of new functionalizing strategies, like 
the application of the NRC (nitroxide radical coupling) reaction, allowed addressing the mechanism toward 
stoichiometric reactions, by controlling or completely avoiding macroradical reactions not producing the 
target products. However, some functional groups not specifically introduced with conventional approaches 
(chromophores, antioxidants, stabilizers) can be successfully inserted.  

Alternatively, the dispersion of functional nanostructured inorganic carriers in a polymer matrix is a different 
approach to obtain functional polymeric materials. The ultimate properties of polymer nanocomposites 
prepared by dispersing 2D nanostructured fillers are dependent and affected by nanofiller functional 
properties and composite final morphology. In this regard, the chemistry of interfacial interactions between 
macromolecules and inorganic surfaces is fundamental in decreasing the enthalpy associated to the 
intercalation/exfoliation process and the functionalities onto both polymer chains and inorganic surface play 
a significant role in creating the co-continuous phase. This peculiar organic-inorganic assembly is 
responsible for the functional behavior that generally characterize the polymer nanocomposites obtained by 
dispersing cationic, or anionic clays, graphene and recently phosphorene. Improvements in mechanical, 



thermal and barrier properties, the occurrence of optoelectronics effects as well as light responsive, 
antioxidant, and antimicrobial features are remarkably affected by the nature of nanofiller, by their pristine 
features and the final hybrid assembly. Indeed by moving in the field of active fillers used as carriers of 
specific functionalities, the effectiveness in transferring the targeted property to the polymer matrix is 
tailored once again by the final dispersion. Moreover, the anchoring between the layers, owing to ionic 
exchange, protects the functional molecules from oxidation during storage, reduces the effects of migration, 
shows release behavior suitable for using in controlled delivery systems and, in the case of chromophores, 
inhibits the aggregation of dye molecules and reduces the fluorescence quenching. 
 
This cycle of seminars provides an overview of the work done in these fields during the last 10 years in our 
laboratory (PMC_Lab @ ICCOM-CNR, http://www.pi.iccom.cnr.it/PMC-Lab) through the examples of 
possible uses of functional materials in automotive, building and packaging applications. 
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